
Session 19: Evaluations in Complex Settings: 
Principles and Practice

Participants will learn about the challenges and opportunities in 
managing and delivering evaluations in complex settings, including in 
post-disaster or fragile and conflict-affected areas and in sectors with 

long results-chains.
These lessons will be helpful to those planning to conduct such 

evaluations.
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What do we see here?



How does this work?
• Ants work together despite not 

having a leader telling them what to 
do

• decentralized signaling and self-
organization

• Ants change their behavior based 
on what they see others doing

• adaptive interaction
• The whole (fire ant bridge) is greater 

than the sum of its parts (individual 
ants)

• Emergence!



Emergence: The fundamental 
characteristic of Complex Systems



Complex vs. Complicated

• Multiple moving parts
• Parts work together in a 

network to produce an 
outcome

• System adapts to its environment
• Agents communicate in a decentralized way
• Potential for unpredictable behavior

Complicated is 
not those things



Complexity and climate change?

• Climate patterns are complex!
• Climate change project is a 
complex system

• Multiple stakeholders
• Potential for secondary effects
• Shifting baselines with 
changing climate

• Feedbacks to reinforce trends
• Tipping points – ecological 
collapse?



Can we measure the complexity in climate change projects?

Two main questions

What does complexity mean for evaluating climate change programs?



What we did
• Qualitative analysis of 10 random 

project proposals
• Evaluability, complexity, 

proposed evaluation design
• Rubric to rate levels of complexity

• Based on proxy indicators
• Literature review of complexity and 

evaluation
• Suggests methods for 

evaluation and identifies gaps



What we found: Qualitative 
Proposal Analysis

• Theories of Change weak.
• More interventions, more 

potential for confounding 
amongst them and unexpected 
outcomes.

• Mitigation-only projects not as 
complex as adaptation or both

• Potential for evaluation if proper 
steps.

• Measure institutional and policy 
interventions?



THE COMPLEXITY RUBRIC



What we found: 
Complexity Rating

• Project complexity:  3 high, 6 
medium, 1 low

• More interventions = more 
complexity

• Limited by proxies
• Limited to what is written in 

project proposal.



What we found: Literature Review
• What does high complexity mean 

for evaluation?
• We might not be able to capture 

important changes – simplistic 
theories of change

• Different methods, more 
methods?

• Most suggested methods are 
qualitative – what does it mean 
for rigorous causal inference?

• There isn’t much literature on 
complexity and evaluation; for 
climate change there is even less



Ideas for a path 
forward

• Is this a useful framework of analysis?
• More research: How to better measure 
complexity? Best mix?

• New approaches for evaluating complex projects
• More real-time learning

• Pilot rapid-feedback iterations of 
interventions to test uptake, best program 
format and cost

• Innovation with technology: GIS, CIS, 
wearables, mobile data, apps

• Innovation with methods: Econometrics like 
synthetic control; machine learning for predictive 
inference
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